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When time goes into the 21st century, countries around the world have generally 
increased the supervision of the securities market, especially consummate the 
regulation mechanism of insider trading. 
In recent years, China works hard to crack down on insider trading as a top 
priority of the securities regulatory work, to which have formed a complete set of 
regulatory mode of both having being connected with international capital market 
standards and having Chinese characteristics, however, specific implementation and 
effectiveness of the related system is still inadequate. For this reason, based on 
analysis of the characteristics of insider  trading, this paper discusses the necessity 
for prevention and control of insider trading, and then combined with the specific 
circumstances and practices of the listed companies registered in Fujian Securities 
Regulatory Bureau also analyzing the condition and problems of the prevention and 
control of insider trading in China, making recommendations to improve the 
prevention and control of insider trading in China in the end. This paper consists of 
five chapters. 
In chapter 1, the author analyzes the definition and characteristics of the 
constituent elements of insider trading ,and researches the influence of the elements 
on the prevention and control of insider trading, summing up the stage characteristics 
as well as the the difficulty of  prevention and control work. 
In chapter 2, the author analyzes the theoretical basis for the prevention and 
control of insider trading. respectively from the perspectives of economic efficiency 
and the fair in law. With refuting individually the economic theory which is support  
insider trading, the author concludes on the point of view of prevention and control of 
insider trading doing more good than harm in economics; with demonstrating insider 
trading harms both the two basic principles of the securities deals which is integrity 
and fairness, the author  thereby establishes the necessity and rationality in the Law 
of prevention and control of insider trading. 
In chapter 3,the author introduces the measurement and effect of prevention and 
control of insider trading in different countries, with the conclusion of which the 
prevention and control of insider trading has become a whole system, purposing that 
the research and practice of insider trading prevention and control should be 













In chapter 4, the author summarizes the development and the status quo of 
Chinese prevention and control system of insider trading, and combined with the 
specific situation of the listed companies registered in Fujian Securities Regulatory 
Bureau, analyzes the characteristics and the effect of the measures in  the existing 
prevention and control of insider trading, 
In chapter 4, the author discusses the shortcoming of the existing measures of 
prevention and control of insider trading in China, with the exploration of possible 
improvements. The author makes recommendations to improve the prevention and 
control of insider trading in China, which is to achieve people-oriented ideological 
mobilization, and to establish the behavior guide with the system improvement, and to 
make regulation much more effective by expanding the regulation means, and to 
enhance supervision coordination into a new degree.  
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犯罪活动呈易发多发态势。2008 年至 2011 年，中国证监会调查的内幕交易案
件在非正式调查①案件中占比分别达 38%、56%、71%、61%，在正式调查案件中
占比达 32%、24%、51%、51%，在移送公安机关案件中占比 15%、42%、50%、80%。
此外，据统计，仅 2012 年上半年，中国证监会就新增 70 起内幕交易案件，占
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